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Primary Guitar Work sheet 2

Hi there, 
Firstly thank you so much for the replies that I have received from Manny, Matthew and Mason….all the M’s! 
Your efforts were brilliant.
I really hope you are settling into a daily routine and that the guitar plays a part in each day. Remember to 
practice little and often to maintain your level. Keep playing your old pieces too as it will help remind you of 
things you have already learnt. My lute playing is improving and I may send a link to a short video showing 
how I’m getting on.

Challenge 1 part 1

Match the word to the correct picture, draw a different coloured line between the words and pictures

Semi Breve 

Quavers 

Crotchet

Minim 

1 beat rest

½ beat rest 

Challenge 1 part 2

Fill In the blank with the correct answer, it could be a number or a name

A semi breve is worth ………… beats

A  ……… is worth  2 beats

A crotchet note is worth ………… beat 

1 quaver is worth  ………….. a beat
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Playing Challenge part 1

The piece below should be OK if you are on or about to move onto your first grade book.  The 
one note you may not know is F sharp. I’ve highlighted it for you.  This note is a bit of a stretch, 
you’ll find it on the 4th fret on the 4th string. I told you it was a stretch!!

What song are you playing? Parents you can help!

Playing Challenge part 2
And what is this famous song? A clue would be that you will have loved watching this when 
younger (you may still enjoy watching it!) 
You may need to look for a few notes. Red highlight is a high G 3rd fret first string. The green 
highlighted note is the note E which is 2nd fret on the fourth string.
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Something extra!

Useful Links

https://www.nmpat.co.uk

The following website is a great source of inspiration for those looking to play chords (maybe mums and 
dads too?) It also shows you how to tune your guitar. 
https://www.justinguitar.com/guitar-lessons/how-to-tune-a-guitar-for-beginners-bc-109

The following link will take you to Trinity’s exam section for guitar.
https://www.trinitycollege.com/qualifications/music/grade-exams/classical-guitar/

Please remember you can contact me via this email if you’d like some help. 
jdraper@nmpat.co.uk
I’ll be sending more challenges soon.
Stay safe.

Mr. Draper (your guitar teacher!)
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